
SURFACE DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY SINCE 1979

STONE ITALIANA IS OPENING ITS DOORS FOR MARMOMAC AND CERSAIE
Five days of future and design in Zimella to coincide with the two international fairs, during which we will present our
new production line and give an exclusive preview of the new SUPERNOVA Cosmolite® surfaces.

September 2023 - Open days, open minds. We’re glad to be opening our doors once again. Stone Italiana’s open
days reflect the spirit of a thriving Company that’s dedicated to daily building the future of design, pre-empting
interior design trends and contributing to architecture that cares for both people and the planet.
From 25 to 29 September, the Zimella facility will play host to customers, suppliers, members of the press and
institutions, as part of five days of celebration, dialogue and sharing that will culminate in a sophisticated White
Party on Thursday evening.
As well as a guided tour of our offices, workshops and production areas, our guests will have the privilege of
visiting our cutting-edge production line designed in collaboration with Gruppo B&T, and receiving a
world- exclusive preview of the new SUPERNOVA Cosmolite® surfaces.

A SUPERNOVA is born.
Painstakingly selected, ultra-pure base materials for a hi-tech surface with minimum levels of crystalline silica
residue: that’s SUPERNOVA, the new Cosmolite® collection. It’s 100% Made in Italy and, thanks to the rigorous
selection process for the base materials and careful monitoring of the whole production chain, it boasts high
performance levels as well as modern design characteristics.
Set to be revealed for the first time at our open days, SUPERNOVA is hygienic, durable and approved for food
contact. The laboratory tests it has undergone, which confirm that it contains a maximum of 5% of residual
silica, also make it the emblem of an important goal for us in terms of social sustainability: this minimum
percentage makes the surface safe when being processed, a vital plus for workers’ health.
SUPERNOVA is currently available in five different shades of white: the basic Biancobase SNV, Nuvola White – a
‘cloudy’ white –, Aravenis Ice – cloudy white with veining –, the ultra-white Superbianco SNV and the bright
Candido SNV.

The new production line
In demonstration of our ongoing growth in terms of research, development and production, Stone Italiana is
also going to show its guests the new production line, which was originally designed for producing quartz slabs
but has been adapted for Cosmolite®. The result of a strategic partnership with Gruppo B&T – system
integrator for engineered quartz through the B&T Quartz division and an established top player in the ceramics
industry –, the plant boasts a new and totally customized technology for shaping slabs using bt-TWIN®, an
innovative foundation-free press which doesn’t produce vibrations. The plant is also equipped with an 18-level
catalytic oven with a flexible setting system for maximum adaptability, and final automatic unloading and
slab-cooling systems, which can be configured according to specific technological or logistical needs. It’s a
futuristic production line that opens up new horizons for surfaces.
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SURFACE DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY SINCE 1979

Just weeks after the publication of the third edition of our annual Sustainability Report, Stone Italiana is
ready to join the fun at the important international shows Cersaie and Marmomac with its usual love for the
present and future of stone, just like we’ve been doing for forty-five years.
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